Resolution

WHEREAS, ARCS Foundation, Inc. hereby establishes the ARCS National Luminary Award to be presented on rare occasions when the dedication and service of an ARCS member merits significant and special recognition, and

WHEREAS, More than two decades ago, Sandra Matteucci was among a handful of National leaders whose foresight and ground-breaking efforts resulted in establishment of the corpus of the ARCS National Endowment, which she continues to support today, and

WHEREAS, Sandra has been a member of ARCS Foundation since 1991 and has served ARCS National organization on its Board of Directors, on National committees, and in National advisory positions continuously since 2000, and

WHEREAS, Sandra Matteucci has exemplified exceptional passion for and devotion to the ARCS mission as evidenced by her dedication and commitment to ARCS Foundation National, now, therefore, be it

RESOLVED BY THE ARCS FOUNDATION NATIONAL BOARD OF DIRECTORS as ARCS Foundation, Inc. celebrates its 65th anniversary, that Sandra Matteucci is hereby the first recipient of the ARCS National Luminary Award.
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